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SuMMclRY 
Examined i n  t h i s  report  are the emerimental steady-state gains, or changes, 
i n  beam-current output with changes i n  thrustor inputs fo r  a 10-centimeter­
diameter electron-bombardment ion thrustor, A general leveling off of beam cur­
ren t  as a function of an input variable was found a t  the upper range of each 
variable, A t  the design operating point, the  filament-heating current exhibited 
the greatest  sensi t ivi ty ,  or percentage beam-current output change for  a per­
centage change i n  the input (2  t o  4). Accelerator voltage showed the least ef­
fec t  (0-04) while discharge voltage, magnetic f ie ld ,  and neutral  propellant 
f l o w  exhibited about the same sens i t i v i ty  (0-4 t o  0-5). Some effects  of non­
l inea r i ty  are shown tha t  may require consideration in  the design of a closed-
loop control system. 
INTRODUCTION 

The electron-bombardment ion thrustor is a high-specific-impulse device t h a t  
has been successfully tes ted over a wide range of operating conditions, Experi­
mental performance typ ica l  of these thrustors is reported i n  reference 1, Com­
ponent parts of the thrustor  have been in various stages of research and develop 
ment fo r  several years, 
The integration of the  thrustor, or arrays of thrustors, into a f l i g h t  ve­
hicle  introduces numerous system problems. The powerplant, power condftioning 
and distribution, navigation, guidance, and control systems are  but a few of the  
principal areas of concem, A gross  consideration of the  thrustor  control sys­
t e m  alone would indicate the need f o r  a s y s t e m t h t  is as simple and re l iab le  as 
possible, yet  capable of maintaining thrustor  operatfon a t  output levels  pre­
scribed by mission requirements with a minimum penalty t o  thrustor  l i f e  and 
power efficiency. Such an assessment of the problem, however, makes no mention 
of other requirements such as s ta r tup  and shutdown sequencing, t ransient  opera­
t ion  during e l ec t r i ca l  breakdown, and instrumentation. 
Regardless of the degree of complexity designed i n t o  an overall  control sys­
t e m ,  it i s  first necessary t o  i d e n t i e  or describe the  behavior of the  process 
t o b e  controlled in terms of cause and effect, o r  input and output, The classi-
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calmethod of representing linear systems by  appropriate transfer functions is 
w e l l  established and fully discussed i n  many control textbocks (e,-@;*,ref, 2)-
The nonlinear nature of almost all physical processes does not preclude the use­
fulness of a l inearized analysis. As discussed in reference 3, the identifica­
t i o n  problem usually can be broken in to  two parts t (1)determination of a l i nea r  
model f o r  the process and (2) evaluation of the specif ic  nonlinearit ies,  This 
two-part approach is necessitated by the  extreme d i f f i cu l t i e s  encountered in pro­
cess ident i f icat ion unless the  process i s  e i ther  linear or a t  least approximately 
representable by a l i nea r  re la t ion  between inputs and outputs-
In  the  transfer-function representation of a l inea r  system or a system made 
quasi-linear by  considering small excursions about an a rb i t ra ry  steady-state 
operating point, the f'unction i s  generally specified by a steady-state gain term 
and a frequency-dependent term, The former characterizes the steady-state r a t i o  
of changes in output t o  a change in input, The l a t t e r  characterizes the dyna­
mics, or time-dependent behavior, of the system in traversing from one steady 
state t o  another. 
The purpose of t h i s  report  is t o  provide the  steady-state data associated 
wlth process ident i f icat ion of the  thrustor, The frequency-dependent component 
of the t ransfer  function is  not considered, The steady-state gain of beam-
current output t o  each of t h e  input vasiables is presented over a range of t he  
input variable, A lo-centimeter-diameter electron-bonibardment ion thrustor  
typ ica l  of those, reported i n  references 1, 4, and 5 w a s  used f o r  the tests, 
which were conducted in a 5-foot-diameter by 16-foot-long electrostatic-thrustor 
t e s t  f a c i l i t y  a t  the Lewis Research Center-
APPARA!rrJS 
Figure I sham a cutaway sketch of the  electron-bonibardment ion thrustor  
used i n  this study, This thrustor  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  one studied in reference I, 
The thrustor  operation maybe described as follows: Liquid mercury is vaporized 
in a steam-heated boi le r  and delivered t o  the  thrustor  through a calibrated 
orifice.  The mercury vapor then diffuses through a dist r ibutor  i n to  the ioniza­
t i o n  chamber, where it i s  bombarded by electrons and ionized. The ionization 
chaniber consists of a filament and a cylindrical  anode mounted within a cylindri­
cal enclosure, one end of which is a perforated metal screen, An electromagnet 
provides an axial magnetic f i e l d  within the ionization chamber that tends t o  
confine electrons emitted by the filament within the chaniber and increases t h e i r  
probabili ty of col l is ion with the neutral  mercury vapor, These coll isions create  
a mercury plasma within the  chamber, The ions within this plasma diffuse t o  the 
screen, where they a r e  extracted by  an e lec t r i c  f i e l d  establlshed between t h e  
screen and the accelerator t o  become the ion beam. The accelerator is a second 
perforated p la te  with 'the holes matching those i n  t h e  thrmstor screen, The 
t o t a l  accelerating voltage is  applied principallybetween the  two plates, with 
the accelerator voltage usually only slightly greater then the value necessary 
t o  prevent electron backstreaming through the accelerator. The actual  accel­
erat ing voltage is applied t o  the anode. (Voltages on the accelerator and anode 
a re  measured with respect t o  ground, which would correspond t o  the  potent ia l  of 
space on an actual mission.) The voltages along the thrustor  axis are shown in 
the  following sketch: 
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The geometry of the thrustor used in  t h i s  study w a s  kept constant, and the 
u n i t  w a s  handled only t o  change filaments and propellant or i f ices  when required. 
The anode w a s  10 centimeters i n  diameter and 7.6 centimeters long, The 0.130­
centimeter-thick molybdenum accelerator and screen were match-drilled with 
0.476-centimeter-diameter holes arranged i n  0,635-centimeter equi la teral  tri­
angles. The distance between the screen and the  accelerator ms measured a t  
f ive locations before and a f t e r  each run. The average spacing w a s  0.160 centi­
meter for a l l  the data presented, 
The thrustor  wits operated from f ive  power supplies, which axe shown sche­
matically along with the  e l ec t r i c  metering system i n  figure 2. Standard panel 
meters of 3-percent accuracy were used fo r  a l l  measurements, Three of the  power 
supplies may be considered "internal" i n  tha t  they supply power a t  voltages tha t  
a re  re la t ive  t o  the  anode of the thrustor,  These are  the supplies fo r  energiz­
ing the magnetic-field winding, heating the filament, and establishing the dis­
charge voltage. 
The ion thrustor was mounted i n  a 20-inch-diameter b e l l  jar tha t  w a s  ex­
hausted through a 12-inch valve in to  a 5-foot-diameter by 16-foot-long vacuum 
tank. Figure 3 shows the  thrustor and vacuum-tank instal la t ion,  The tank w a s  
normally evacuated t o  approximately 7 ~ 1 0 ' ~  tor r .t o r r  and the  be l l  jar t o  6~10'~ 
With the ion thrustor operating, t ank  and b e l l  jar pressures both rose almost 
one decade. 
PROCEDURE 

The thrustor  used in t h i s  study was designed t o  produce a 0.125-ampere 
mercury ion beam a t  a specif ic  impulse of 4000 seconds. It i s  shown i n  refer­
ence 6 t h a t  specific impulse m a y  be  expressed as 
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(Symbob a r e  defined in appendix 
In determining a base-point specific impulse of 4000 seconds, it w a s  as­
sumed t h a t  was equal t o  0-8 and t h a t  ’G was calculable from the one-
dimensional equation of motionr 
where the r a t i o  of charge t o  mass q/m is O148llXlO6 coulombs per kilogram, 
Equation (2) was used with the  assumptions t h a t  the  ion beam consisted only of 
s ingly ionized mercury atoms and that flow was paraxial, Under the mode of 
thrustor operation used herein, Vnet = I Values of ?/g presented in the  
figures were calculated from equation 
The design point of the  thrustor  (’beam current, 0,125 ampi specif ic  impulse, 
4000 sec) was used as the  basic operating point about which the  primary data 
were obtained, Previous investigations have shown that this value of beam cur­
ren t  resu l t s  in nearly optimum propeUast u t i l i za t ion  and power efficiency. 
Operation about other points (Le., other values of beam current and specif ic  
impulse) was a l so  investigated, A l l  data were obtained without a neutralizer, 
which might mask other e f fec ts  by providing a copious source of backstreaming 
electrons at  cer ta in  operating conditions, Base points were established a t  a 
constant value of R equal t o  0.8, where R is defined as v- i / (V~  + I V A ~), the 
r a t i o  of net  t o  t o t a l  accelerating voltage, 
For each run the thrustor  was mounted in a b e l l  jar and s tar ted when t h e  
pressure was approximately 6x10’6 to r r ,  To  start t h e  ion thrustor, the mercury 
propellant f l o w  w a s  initiated by steam heating the  boiler,  After a short  w a i t ­
ing period, the operating temperature (211° F) w a ~reached, and the power sup­
pl ies  were turned on, When t h e  ion-chamber neutral  density was suf f ic ien t ly  
high, the  discharge started,  
The thrustor inputs and t h e  primary output, ion beam current, are  presented 
in the  block diagram shown in figure 4. Thrustor gains determined by holding 
the filament-heating current constant were somewhat variable because of filament 
erosion and differencep in individual filament characterist ics,  Future thrustor  
configurations may use an oxide-coated or -impregnated cathode, which w i l l  prob­
ably recluce the magnitude of t h i s  problem. The ion beam current w a s  measured by 
a ground return meter, as shown in figure 2, This method of measuring beam cur­
ren t  is shown t o  be adequate i n  references 7 and 8, The -principal inputs t o  t h e  
thrustor were the filament-heating current JF, the  accelerator potential  VA, 
the  anode potentla1 VI, the ion-chamber potent ia l  difference AVI, the  magnetic-
f i e l d  current JK and the  neutral  mercuy propellant flow JN (measured in 
amperes equivalent flow of singly charged mercury ions), Voltages arid currents 
were determined by direct-reading meters during thrustor operation. The gain of 
t he  ion beam current with respect t o  each input variable was determined by vary­
ing the  inpwt in question w h i l e  maintaining the  remaining inputs a t  a constant 
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value, For each se t t i ng  of the input being varied, panel-meter readings were 
noted f o r  each thrustor variable. 
The thrustor was operated a t  beam currents ranging from a f e w  milliamperes 
t o  0.25 ampere, Each thrustor  input was varied m e r  the en t i re  range of thrustor 
operational stability except f o r  the magnetic f ie ld ,  which w a s  l imited by the  
power supply, The anode potent ia l  was varied from 1000 t o  4000 vol ts  and %he 
accelerator potent ia l  from 0 t o  2500 volts, Ion-chauiber potential  difference 
was Investigated m e r  a range from 20 t o  90 volts, Magnetic f i e lds  of 0 t o  50 
gauss w e r e  used. 
RESULTS AND DISCLTSSION 
As indicated e a r l i e r  in the report, process ident i f icat ion i s  a basic s t ep  
in control-system design, For a l inearized dynamics approach, questions regard­
fng the extent of l inear i ty ,  the range of variation in the steady-state gain, 
and the d e s e e  of interdependence between inpnt variables and the i r  effects  on 
the  output are of immediate interest ,  In a propulsion device, the thrus t  pro­
duced is a primary output. By definition, thrust is the product of specific im­
pulse and charged mass flow rate,  On the  basis of assumptions stated in the 
section PROCEDtJRl?,, it follows that, a t  a given net accelerating voltage and 
neutral  propellant f l o w  rate, the thrus t  output i s  a flrnction of  the beam cur­
rent  only ,  
The ion beam current, which is a function of several independent variables, 
may be ea re s sed  as 
A change in  beam current measured with r a s p e d  t o  an a rb i t ra ry  point may be 
represented t o  first order by the l inear  re la t ion  
The t o t a l  change is independent of the order of summation, and the  error  
incurred by the l inemized approximation depends on the  s ize  of the excursion 
and the  curvature of the function in question. By superposition, the  ohpu t  is 
a sum over n variables of the product (af/axi)Axi, where Axi is an incremen­
t a l  change in t h e  ith input variable, and the  partial derivative of the func­
t i o n  is taken wlth a l l  remaining variables held constant, The t o t a l  change Fn 
beam current resul t ing from incremental changes in input variables may thus be 
written as 
where R i  = af/axi is the steady-state gain of beam current t o  the variable xi. 
Changes i n  the beam-current output appear as the summed effects  of changes i n  
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the  s i x  independent input variables, The gain K i  is a measure of the contri­
buting e f fec t  of the  ith variable in the  process occurring within the thrustor, 
The thrustor i t s e l f  is represented i n  figure 4 by two components, the filament 
and the ion-chamber - accelerator system, The subsequent section dealing with 
filament character is t ics  discusses some reasons f o r  t h i s  particular representa­
t ion  of the ion thrustor,  
In t h e  discussion that follows, the beam-current output and the steady-state 
gains K i  f o r  each of the input variables a re  examined in this order; filament-
heating current JF, and filament-emission current JE; accelerator potent ia l  
VAJ anode potent ia l  VIJ ion-chamber potent ia l  difference or discharge voltage 
AV1, and magnetic-field in tens i ty  B, For these variables, t he  neutral  propel­
lant flow r a t e  JN w a ~held constant, The effects  of neutral  propellant flow 
r a t e  JN are shown by  examining the  beam-current m i a t i o n s  with neutral  flow 
and by comparing the steady-state gains of each input variable a t  three neutral  
propellant flow rates, 
Superposition effects  of small changes in the  input variables a re  a l so  
examined, Finally, perfornrance maps that uAKl.ize three-dimensional plots  are  
shown for a limited combination of input variables, 
Effects of Electr ical  Input Variables 
on Thrustor Output 
-_  .-Filament-heating at@-fJlamgnt+mLssion -currZnts* - A plot  of the beam-
current output over a range of filament-heating-current input f o r  three anode 
voltages is shown in f igure 5(a). The currents are  expressed as a r a t i o  t o  
base-point values and w i l l  be synonymously referred t o  as current r a t i o  and cur­
rent, The two ~ O U ~ Eof data shown correspond t o  two different  filaments, In 
the  runs designated B, t h e  change in beam current with filament-heating current 
was almost l i nea r  between 70 and 100 percent of the base-point heating current, 
The corresponding change in the beam current was 20 t o  100 percent of the base 
value, In the  ruzls designated A, the region of approximate l i n e a r i t y  was from 
about 90 t o  100 percent of the base-point filament-heating current, and the cor­
respondingbeam-curent change was 50 t o  ll.0 percent, For changes in anode 
voltage from 2000 t o  3000 volts, o a y  sma l l  changes in filament-heating current 
were necessary t o  reestabl ish the base-point beam current of 0.125 ampere, 
Furthermore, the f’unctional re la t ion  of beam current t o  filament-heating current 
was unchanged over t h i s  range of anode voltages, Current ra t ios  with respect t o  
the  corresponding base-point values of beam current and filament-heating current, 
therefore, gave a single  curve f o r  each of the  two filaments used, 
Filament-emission currents f o r  the thrustor  operation j u s t  discussed are  
shown as a fhc t ion  of filament-heatlng current in figure 5(b),  The difference 
between runs A and B Corresponding t o  t w o  different  filaments is again apparent. 
The variation of beam current with filament-emission current is shown i n  
figure 5(c), The f ac t  t h a t  data from both runs A and B form a single curve 
indicates t h a t  the variation of beam current with emission current is independent 
of filament characterist ics,  
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The change i n  beam current with change i n  filament-heating current ( the 
steady-state gain KF) is shown i n  figure 5(d), The gain is e s s e n t i a l l y t h e  
derivative a t  any point of the curves of beam current as a function of filament-
heating current shown i n  figure 5(a),  For simplicity, the deriv-atives w e r e  ob­
tained graphically and were plotted as points through which a smooth and con­
tinuous curve was faired, The inaccuracy and the  tendency fo r  exaggerated varia­
tion in gain ar is ing from the  graphical technique were minimized by carefully 
fairing the or iginal  data as well as the  derivatives. A s  might be  expected from 
visual inspection of the  or iginal  data in figure 5(a), the steady-state gains of 
m s  A and B differ by a fac tor  of  about 2 near t h e  base point (fig. 5(d)). The 
gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  filament-emission-current r a t i o  KE shown in fig­
ure 5(e), however, w a s  the same f o r  both runs. 
On the bas i s  of these data, it was concluded that (1)variations in t h e  
emission characterist ics of the filaments used during t h e  investigation were 
poncunced, and ( 2 )  t h e  in te r re la t ion  of the filament and fon-chamber - ion­
accelerator components of the thrustor  were correctly represented by the block 
diagram of figure 4, The s i x  primary inputs t ha t  determine the beam-current 
output are  considered t o  be independent variables because a variation in  one or 
more of the  inputs can be made independently of the remaining input variables, 
The filament-emission current JE, which is shown as an oLaput of the filament 
is, i n  turn, a secondary input variable t o  the  ion chamber and the  accelerator. 
The filament-emission current, ra ther  than the  filament-heating current,. more 
clear ly  defines the behavior of the output beam current JB because the 
filament-emission character is t ics  are  thus excluded. The emission current, 
however, is not a truly independent variable, n e r e m  emission current can be 
changed by varying the heating current with no effect  on the  remaining input 
variables, the converse is not true; t ha t  is, emission current depends on the 
heating current and a l so  on the remaining input variables. Thus, holding the 
filament-heating current constant while changing some other primary input vari­
able is  not constant emission operation, except i n  those instances where a change 
i n  the other input variable has a negligible effect  on the emission current, 
Accelerator potential ,  - The dependence of beam current on accelerator 
potential  a t  v a r i o u s  values of anode potential  i s  shown i n  figure 6(a). The 
beam current of 0,125 ampere w a s  established as a base point for each voltage 
level, with the corresponding filament-heating and -emission currents. Sl ight ly  
different  values of filament-heating current than those used would change the 
leve l  of the curves but  not the  shape, Each set of data presented in  figure 6(a) 
w a s  obtained a t  constant filament-heating current and essent ia l ly  constant emis­
sion current, Emission-current variations a re  shown i n  figure 6(b). 
Electr ic  breakdown limited the maximum allowable voltage between the  screen 
and the  accelerator t o  about 6500 volts. Data are shown for  accelerator volt­
ages t o  -2500 vol t s  only, A m i n i m  indicated beam current w a s  found as a resulh 
of two opposing tendencies introduced by variations in the accelerator potential, 
A t  a given filament-heating current and anode potential, increasing the accel­
erator potential  increased the ion extraction and hence the beam current, De­
creasing the accelerator potent ia l  had the reverse e f fec t  u n t i l  a point w8sj 
reached where electron backstreaming along the beam f r o m  the tank environment t o  
the  highly posit ive anode resulted in an indicated r i s e  in beam current, The ac­
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celerator potent ia ls  a t  which backstreaming became appreciable generally cor­
responded t o  values of R greater than 0.8, In the  shaded region of f ig ­
ure 6(a), below the  accelerator potentials a t  which backstreaming could OCCUT, 
the  probable variation of beam current is  indicated by a broken curve, The ob­
served ground current readings i n  t h i s  region, of course, were not t rue  beam 
current, 
The steady-state gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  accelerator potent ia l  KA
is  sham i n  figure 6(c). The proximity of the data fo r  anode voltages of 2500 
and 3000 vol t s  resulted in a single fa i red curve and thus a single steady-state 
gain curve. The gain at  an anode voltage of 2000 vol ts  was approximately 
50 percent higher. 
In general, the effect  of a s m a l l  variation i n  accelerator potent ia l  on 
beam current was s l ight ,  All subsequent discussions involve excursions in the  
accelerator potent ia l  of 125 volts  o r  l e s s  from the base-point value. Estimated 
on the basis of the steady-state gains, these excursions resulted in abeam-
current change of t h e  order of 0.75 t o  1.1 percent of base-point beam current,
In the  event t h a t  larger  excursions i n  accelerator potent ia l  are  made, the  
l i m i t s  a re  generally dictated by the  potent ia l  difference required t o  avoid 
backstreaming on one extreme and e l ec t r i ca l  breakdown between accelerator and 
the  screen on the  other, Space-charge l imitations on ion beam current could 
a l s o  serve as a l i m i t ,  b u t t h e  requirement f o r  long-life accelerators is almost 
certain t o  l i m i t  beam current well below the  space-charge l i m i t .  
Anode potential, - The theoret ical ly  available thrust is a function of the 
beam 'current and the  net accelerating potential, The assumptions involved are  
that beam ions of a given r a t i o  of charge t o  m a s s  a r e  axial ly  discharged a t  a 
uniform velocity, Although, i n  practice, secondary effects  related t o  anode 
potent ia l  such as defocusing, ion impingement, and charge exchange have been 
found t o  exis t ,  they a re  generally s m a l l ,  as reported i n  references 4 and 9, and 
theref ore ignored. 
The beam-current r a t i o  as a f'unction of anode potential  is shown in f ig­
ure 7(a), Each curve w a s  obtained a t  a constant filament-heating current JF 
and accelerator potent ia l  VA. The par t icular  curve shown f o r  a given accel­
e ra tor  potential  is one of a family of curves t h a t  can be generated by holding 
constant as m a n y  values of filament-heating current as desired, The particular 
Values of filament current selected were those yielding the base-point beam cur­
ren t  of 125 milliamperes a t  anode voltages of 2000, 2500, and 3000 vol ts  with R 
equal t o  0,8, 
It was shown previously that electron backstreaming became appreciable when 
R exceeded 0-8. In f igure 7(a), the e f fec t  of backstreaming can be seen as an 
upward deviation in beam current from the expected values shown by extrapolated 
dashed curves i n  the region above t h e  locus of R = 0.8, For the accelerator 
spacing used, e l ec t r i ca l  breakdown limited the m a x l m u m  obtainable anode voltages 
t o  the approximate values given by , the  inequality VI < 6500 - VA' 
As the anode potent ia l  w a s  progressively reduced, a region of high impinge­
ment current due t o  space-charge-current l imitations was  encountered (ref ,  4)-
The ion current f a l l i n g  on the  accelerator increased from the normal 1percent 
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of beam current t o  as much as 70 percent i n  some instances, This region a l so  is  
indicated in figure 7(a) by dashed curves as an undesirable region of operation. 
The normal design point would be well away from space-charge limitations, s o  
t h a t  a large excursion i n  anode voltage would be required t o  encounter high im­
pingement currents, 
The emission current fo r  operation with constant filament-heating current 
over a range of anode po ten t i au  is presented in figure 7(b), The emission cur­
ren t  decreased s l igh t ly  with increasing anode potent ia l  and nearly constant cur­
ren t  operation was approached. The beam current (fig,  7(a))  nevertheless in­
creased with increasing anode potent ia l  because of increased ion extraction, 
The emission-current decrease may be due t o  improved ion extraction a t  higher 
anode potentials, which could produce a lower ion density within the discharge 
chamber, A reduced ion density near the filament would provide l e s s  filament 
heating by ion bombardment, which, i n  turn, would r e su l t  in a lower filament 
temperature with a corresponding lower emission, 
The steady-state gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  anode voltage XI i s  shown 
in  figure 7(c). Over the range of filament-heating current and accelerator 
voltages considered, the  variation in IC1 fo r  a change of 1000 volts in anode 
voltage was about %lo5, or 0,003 percent of base-point beam current per vo l t  
regardless of the accelerator voltage. The gain corresponding t o  an accelerator 
voltage of -500 vol ts  was considerably higher than the gain a t  -625 or 
-750 volts, I n  comparing the levels  of these gains, it should be kept i n  mind 
that an anode potential  of 2000 vol ts  is approximately the  upper l i m i t  fo r  elec­
t ron  backstreaming ( R  > 0.8) when the accelerator is maintained at  -500 volts. 
The data exhibited considerable sca t te r  a t  t h i s  accelerator potential  as the 
anode potential  w a s  increased above 2000 volts  ( f ig ,  7(a)),  The faired curve 
is somewhat arbitrary,  and a different  fa i r ing  could reduce the steady-state 
gain suf f ic ien t ly  t o  br ing it closer t o  t h a t  obtained at accelerator voltages of 
-625 and -750 volts. The gain values presented in figure 7(c)  f o r  constant­
filament-heating-current operation a l so  hold approximately fo r  constant-emission 
operation because of the re la t ive ly  small variation i n  emission current with 
variations in anode voltage (fig.  7(b)), The emission variation can be ignored 
because the  maximum effect  on beam current i s  only about 4 percent, which is 
within experimental accuracy, 
Ionrchamber- potenki-aL difference (discharge voltage). - The foregoing dis­
cussi<n has dealt  with effects  of' the filament and the ion-accelerator system on 
the beam-current output, Another input variable more closely related t o  the 
ionization process i s  the ion-chamber potent ia l  difference, or discharge voltage. 
This potential  difference i s  maintained such that the anode is positive re la t ive  
t o  the thrustor body, the screen, and the filament. Voltage drop across the 
filament w a s  negligible compared with the discharge voltage over the en t i re  
thrustor operating range. A range of discharge voltages was applied while a l l  
remaining input variables were held constant a t  the  base-point values, Constant­
filament-heating-current and constant-filament-emission-current modes of opera­
t i o n  were t r i e d  i n  conjunction with the discharge-voltage variation, 
The effect  of discharge voltage on beam current is shown in figure 8(a) f o r  
three anode voltages, A t  each anode voltage, the  filament-heating current was 
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adjusted t o  produce a 0,125-ampere beam current a t  a 50-volt discharge voltage 
and then w a s  held constant. A curve f o r  c o n s t a t  filament-emission current w a s  
a l so  obtained, but only a t  an anode voltage of 2500 volts, Generally, the ion-
chamber discharge was  unstable below 25 vol ts  and always extinguished s l igh t ly  
below 20 volts, Between 30 and 50 volts, beam current increased r ap id lybu t  
tended t o  level off a t  higher discharge voltages, Thrustor operation w a s  
limited t o  values of discharge voltage below 90 vol ts  t o  avoid exceeding the' 
maximum filament-emission current beyond which filament fa i lure  occurred, An 
operational l i m i t  on anode current JI (fig, 2)  was a l s o  impqsed by filament 
s i ze  and power supply rating. A large percentage o f  multiply charged ions w a s  
a l so  present a t  the  higher discharge voltages ( ref ,  lo), and a degree of in­
s t a b i l i t y  seemed t o  exist ,  
The effect  of discharge voltage on emission current is shown i n  f igure 8(b),  
Below 30 volts,  the  emission current decreased rapidly with decreasing discharge 
voltage, This trend is at t r ibuted t o  the  decrease i n  ionization cross section 
at  lower electron energies with a resul t ing decrease i n  plasma conductivity, 
Maintaining the emission current constant a t  the base-point value resulted in  a 
.s l ight ly  higher beam current (fig. 8 (a ) )  than tha t  of the constant-filament­
heating-current run wherein emission w a s  allowed t o  decrease below the base-
point value, The decreasing trend i n  beam current even a t  constant emission in­
dicates the controlling influence of ionization cross section on the output 
behavior of the beam current. 
Above a discharge voltage of 30 volts, the increase i n  emission current 
with discharge voltage was  l ess  rapid, A t  a constant filament-heating current, 
the continued r i s e  in emission current with discharge voltage is largely due t o  
the additional heating of the  filament by posit ive ion bombardment, Holding the 
emission current constant a t  the base-point value resulted i n  a s l igh t ly  lower 
beam current than that for  the constant-filament-heating-current r u n  ( f ig ,  8(a)). 
The increase i n  beam current above the  base-point value during constant emission 
can again be related t o  the ionization cross section. Above electron energies 
of 50 electron volts,  single-ionization cross section decreases gradually, but  
t h i s  decrease i s  compensated for  by  an increase i n  the double-ionization cross 
sec t ion 
In  general, t he  variation i n  beam current and emission current with dis­
charge voltage was  independent of anode and accelerator voltages for a range of 
these variables. Par t icular ly  at the discharge voltages below about 55 volts,  
the curves of figures 8(a) and (b) showed l i t t l e  tendency t o  separate during 
constant-f ilament-heating-current operation, Above a discharge voltage of 
55 volts, some separation w a s  noticed, The pronounced separation of the beam-
current curve (f ig ,  8(a))  with an anode voltage of 2000 volts, however, was 
c lear ly  out of proportion with the change i n  emission current. I n  an attempt 
t o  arr ive at the  cause of t h i s  separation, the poss ib i l i ty  of space-charge 
l imitation between the  screen and the accelerator w a s  considered, The re la t ive  
magnitudes of accelerator drain current and beam current are a good indication 
of space-charge l imitations (ref.  4). I n  the  present runs, however, the possible 
decrease i n  beam current a t t r ibutable  t o  increased accelerator drain current 
(about 1t o  2 m a )  a t  t he  2000-volt anode-voltage condition was insufficient t o  
account f o r  the 5- t o  7-percentage-point drop in beam current above an 80-volt 
discharge voltage. Consequently, the space-charge l imitation was ruled out, and 
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the  reason f o r  the reduced beam current a t  the 2000-volt anode potent ia l  is not 
known. 
Despite t he  re la t ive ly  strong dependence of emission current on discharge 
voltage (20-percent var ia t ion over a discharge-voltage range of 30 t o  80 v), 
the  difference in beam current between the two modes of operation (constant 
heating current and constant emission current) w a s  of the order of 1 percent for  
a 5-volt change in  discharge voltage. For small discharge voltage excursions of  
the order of -+5volts from a steady-state operating point, therefore, t he  change 
in beam-current output i s  about the same xegaxdless of the mode of filament 
operation. This can readi ly  be seen from the gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  dis­
charge voltage presented in f igure 8(c) ,  The gain for the  constant-emission 
operation d i f fe rs  from the corresponding constant-filament-heating-current curye 
by about 0.002 per volt, 
Thus far, operation a t  the  three anode voltages has required only small de­
partures from the  base-point filament-emission current, Because of the rela­
t ive ly  strong dependence of  emission current on discharge voltage (fig. 8(b)) ,  
the comparative effects  of discharge voltage and emission current leve l  on the  
beam t o  emission-current gain were examined. Knowledge of such effects  are  
s ignif icant  for  linearized systems, par t icular ly  when thrustor  operation a t  a 
discharge voltage other than 50 vol ts  is required, 
I n  figure 9(a)  t he  beam current a t  a constant anode voltage of 2500 vol ts  
f o r  three discharge voltages is shown, The modified emission-current r a t i o  
(JE/JE,o) i n  t h i s  figure is  based on a single value of  JE,o>namely,' 
1-70 amperes, which corresponds t o  a Jg,o of 0,125 amperes a t  a discharge
voltage of 50 volts, This single value was used to show more clear ly  the be­
ha-rsior of the beam-current - emission-current f'unction, The values of emission 
current required t o  obtain a 0.125-ampere beam current a t  discharge voltages of 
35 and 80 vol ts  were 2.72 and 1.38 amperes, respectively, The high value of 
emission current required a t  a 35-volt discharge voltage is  a manifestation of 
the drop i n  beam current with decreasing discharge voltage shown i n  figure 8(a),  
The change in  beam current with changes i n  emission current is shown in  
figure 9(b) as the gain Kk. The variation i n  gain with discharge voltage was 
more pronounced a t  the extremities of the  emission-current range than i n  the 
neighborhood of the base point (JE/JE,o)'= 1.0, The emission current, however, 
had a greater e f fec t  on the  variation i n  the gain KB, For example, near the 
base point, a variation in KB due t o  a more than twofold change in discharge 
voltage is no greater than the variation resul t ing from about a 20-percent change 
i n  emission current a t  any given discharge voltage, 
Magnetic-field intensity,  - The thrustor used in the present t e s t s  employed 
an electromagnet c o i l  t o  produce the  deslred magnetic f ie lds  i n  the  ion chamber 
(fig,  1). Other thrustor  designs t h a t  use permanent magnets have been investi­
gated. As reported i n  reference U., both magnet systems appear t o  function 
equally well; however, simplicity of design and reductions i n  power require­
ments are features of the permanent magnet system tha t  make it more a t t rac t ive  
for  f l i g h t  application, Possible degradation i n  the strength of permanent 
magnets from aging, heat or mechanical shock, and radiation, m&es the  e f fec t  of 
magnetic f i e l d  onbeam current a subject of some interest. This effect  can, of 
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course, be most conveniently studied with the electromagnet system, 

In the present investigation, the coil configuration and materials used in 
the ion thrustor made the field intensity directly proportional to the magnet 
current. "he magnetic-field shape remained essentially constant over the range 
of operation, and the intensity referred to is that at the axis of the ion 
chamber in the plane of the screen- A tapered magnetic field w a s  used with a 
ratio of downstream to upstream strength of about 0-6 
( (field at screen)/( field at distributor)) . The variation in beam current with 
magnetic field is shown in figure lO(a), The base-point field intensity, BO, 
w a s  30 gauss for a JB of 0,125 ampere, The small spread in the beam current 
indicates that the dep6ndence of beam current on field strength was not greatly 
affected by net-accelerating-potential variations of the order of +500 volts, 
The variation of emission current with magnetic-field intensity for con­
stant filament-heating current is shown in figure IO(%). A rapid fall-off in 
emission current for values of B/Bo below 0.5 was noted, This occurred as the 
electron cyclotron radius became appreciable (i,e., greater than 20 percent) 
with respect to the radius of the anode (ref, 12). Space-charge effects result­
ing fYom lower ion production were the probable cause of the rapid decrease in 
emission, For values of B/Bo above 0-5  the emission was approximately con­
stant, 
The steady-state gain of beam-current ratio to magnetic-field intensity is 
shown in figure l O ( c ) ,  The gain decreased rapidly as field increased to the 
design value of 30 gauss (B/B = LO), because of the leveling off of beam cur­
rent at the high field intensPties (fig, lO(a)). 
The emission current, which exhibited a strong influence on the beam cur­
rent, was examined for coupling effects with magnetic-field intensity, The 
beam-current ratio as a function of emission-current ratio at various levels of 
magnetic-field intensity is shown in figure ll(a), The base-point emission cur­
rent of 1.7 amperes, which produced a beam current of 0,125 anrpexe at an anode 
voltage of 2500 volts and a 50-volt discharge voltage, was again used as a com­
mon base for the modifTed emission-current ratio (JE/J~,0)', 
The gain of beam-current ratio to the modified filament-emission-current 
ratio is shown in figure ll(b), In the low-emission region the gain ranged from 
L O  to 1.5 for a twofold variation in field strength, In the region of emission-
current ratio near LO, the range of variation in gain was from 0-4 to 0.5. 
Effect of Neutral Propellant Flow 

on Thrustor Output 

The regulation of thrust by varying filament-heating current is one possi­

ble mode of control. If the propellant flow is kept constant, however, serious 

compromises in propellant-utilization efficiency could result, Therefore, the 

dependence of beam current on propellant flow as an independent variable was 

investigated. 
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A range of or i f ice  s izes  w a s  used t o  obtain propellant f l o w  ra tes  corre­
sponding t o  currents of singly charged ions from 0.078 t o  0,3ll  ampere, The 
following table  presents the or i f ice  s izes  used and the calibration f l o w  ra tes :  
O r i f  i c e  Flow rate, Equivalent 
diameter, g/hr flow rate,  
cm I amp I 
0.58 0.078 
84 . l l 2'iE 1 - 2 1  .161,254 
1.52 .203 
2-33 3u. 
The variation i n  beam current with neutral  propellant f l a w  is presented i n  
figure 12(a) f o r  an anode voltage of 2500 volts,  The dashed l ines  indicate 
l ines  of constant propellant ut i l izat ion.  The emission current JE i s  used as 
a parameter t o  compare the dependence of beam current on ionization chamber 
operation. Variations i n  filament characterist ics were thus excluded. The d i s ­
charge voltage and magnetic-field strength were maintained a t  50 volts and 
30 gauss, respectively, 
Because the f l o w  r a t e  was varied i n  discrete steps and a cer ta in  degree of 
data sca t te r  w m  inevitable, precise quantitative conclusions cannot be drawn. 
A general trend w a s  evident, however, A t  a constant value of emission current, 
a maximum i n  propellant u t i l i za t ion  occurred as neutral  flow w m  increased, 
Above a neutral  propellant flow equivalent t o  about 0.12 ampere, the propellant 
u t i l i za t ion  decreased p roses s ive ly  because of the re la t ive ly  small increase in  
beam current with increased neutral  f law,  
The same data are presented i n  terms of propellant u t i l i za t ion  J ~ / J N  and 
emitted-electron t o  neutral-atom current r a t i o  JE/JN i n  figure 12(b). With 
the exception of the lowest neutral  flow ra te  (0.078 amp) for  which 0.8 propel­
l an t  u t i l i za t ion  was not attained, nearly a l l  data f e l l  on a single curve i n  a 
manner s i m i l a r  t o  the  beam-current - emission-current curve of figure 5(c) ,  
Over the range of propellant flow rates  from 0.112 t o  0.311 ampere, 0.8 propel­
lant  u t i l i za t ion  was obtainable provided the emitted-electron t o  neutral-atom 
current r a t i o  was of  the order of 10 t o  12 for  the thrustor geometry used, 
A t  a higher anode voltage of 3000 volts,  the beam current at  a given emis­
sion current and neutral  flow was about 5 percent higher than a t  the 2500-volt 
condition. A t  a lower anode voltage of 2000 volts, the 'beam current was 8 t o  
10 percent below the 2500-volt condition, 
The steady-state gain of beam current t o  neutral  propellant flow r a t e  is  
shown in  figure 12(c) f o r  an anode voltage of 2500 volts, The gain decreased 
rapidly as neutral  flow w a s  increased and, a t  any given neutral  flow rate ,  de­
pended on the emission current JE­
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Effect of Neutral Propellant Flow 
on Thrustor Gains 
The effect  of propellant flow r a t e  on the  steady-state gain of each input 
variable w a s  examined by comparing resu l t s  obtained at  three neutral  propellant 
flows. A s  before, the steady-state gain fo r  each variable was investigated’as 
a function of t h a t  variable, while the  remaining input variables were held a t  
base-point values, The beam-current r a t i o  w a s  obtained by using base-point 
values JB,0 corresponding t o  approximately 80 percent propellant ut i l izat ion,  
which generally gave an optimum compromise between overall  power efficiency and 
propellEmt-utilization efficiency. These values of JB,0 were 0.090, 0,125, 
and 0.160 ampere for  neutral  propellant flows of 0.112, 0,161, and 0.203 ampere, 
respectively, The comparisons of the steady-state gains a re  made f o r  an anode 
voltage of 2500 volts, 
Emission current, - The beam current as a single, fa i red function of emis­
sion current with the range of variables covered is shown i n  figure 13, The 
respective base-point values of emission current JE 0 and beam current J B , ~  
about which the current ra t ios  are  calculated are ta iulated i n  the figure. A l l  
data l i e  within about +3 percentage points of the curve with the exception of 
those values of discharge voltage AVI and magnetic f i e l d  B, which are  desig­
nated by noncircular symbols, and the  extremities of the emission-current range. 
Examination of figures 9(a) and l l ( a )  shows tha t ,  at  the lowest levels of d i s ­
charge voltage and magnetic field,  the base-point beam current of 0.125 ampere 
was obtainable onlyby increasing the  emission current in to  an increasingly non­
l inear  region of the  curves, 
The data shown i n  f igure 13 include the  data presented i n  figure 5(c). The 
faired curves of the  two figures are  identical; hence, t he  steady-state gain ob­
tained from figure 13 w i l l  be that already shown in figure 5(e). 
The uniqueness of the curve of figure 13, with the exceptions noted, indi­
cates the general nature of  t he  beam-current - emission-current re la t ion over 
t h e  range of variables l i s ted ,  It fur ther  implies that any combination of the 
l i s t e d  variables will yield the  beam-current - emission-current function shown, 
providedthat the proper base point is selected, 
Accelerator potential. - The gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  accelerator po­
tenti- neutral  propellant flow ra te  is  shown i n  figure 14. 
A t  the lowest propellant flow rate,  the gain was small and constant, indicating 
that beam current varied l inear ly  with accelerator voltage, As propellant flow 
r a t e  increased, t h e  gain became correspondingly more variant with accelerator 
voltage, The change i n  beam current with change i n  accelerator voltage thus ap­
pears dependent on the  plasma density and, hence, on the  a r r iva l  ra te  of ions,  
and on the  r a t e  a t  which ions are extracted by the ion accelerating field.  
Anode potential. - Shown in figure 15 are the gains of beam-current r a t i o  
t o  anode potent ia l  fo r  three values of neutral  propellant flow rate. The varia­
t i o n  in g i i n  with anode voltage was more pronounced a t  higher propellant flow 
rates. “his trend w a s  previously found with changes in accelerator voltage 
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( f ig ,  1 4 )  and again points t o  the influence of plasma density and ion extraction 
rate.  
Discharge voltage, - The gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  discharge voltage 
(f ig ,  16)  indicated l i t t l e  effect  of neutral  propellant flow rate.  It w a s  pre­
viously noted t h a t  changes i n  ionization cross section had a controlling in­
fluence on the variation of beam current with discharge voltage. Because cross 
section i s  independent of neutral  density, it follows t h a t  the percentage varia­
t ion  i n  ion-production r a t e  is a l so  independent of the neutral  density when the 
base operating point is established a t  the  same propellant u t i l i za t ion  fo r  each 
neutral  propellant flow rate. A s  shown i n  figure U ( b ) ,t h e  emitted-electron t o  
neutral-current r a t i o  for  0.8 propellant-utilization efficiency was always be­
tween 10 and 12 a t  a discharge voltage of 50 volts. Percentage variations -in 
emission current and beam current as a function of discharge voltage would thus 
be expected t o  be about the  same f o r  a l l  three neutral  flow rates. 
Magnetic-field intensity, - The gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  magnetic-
f i e l d  r a t i o  a t  the three neutral  propellant flow ra tes  is shown i n  figure 17. 
The general trend of decreasing gain with increasing magnetic f i e l d  was  not 
s ignif icant ly  affected by neutral  flow rate. Conclusions of a quantitative na­
ture  are  not just i f ied,  b u t t h e  variation i n  gain due t o  a change i n  neutral  
flow r a t e  w a s  generally smaller than the variation due t o  a s i m i l a r  percentage 
point change i n  magnetic f ie ld .  
Thrust o r  Senslti v i t y  
Operation of the thrustor a t  three neutral  flow ra tes  introduced no irregu­
l a r  changes i n  the gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  the various input variables. 
The absolute magnitude of the beam current varied with neutral  flow rate ,  but 
the change i n  beam current, on a percentage basis, t o  a change i n  any one of the 
independent variables d id  not vary greatly over the range of propellant flow 
ra t e s  shown. The vir tue of such a re la t ion  i s  t h a t  ident i f icat ion of thrustor 
characterist ics a t  base-point conditions and a knowledge of the range of varia­
t i on  i n  gain permit estimation of the thrustor output for any combination of 
variations i n  operating parameters. 
It i s  pertinent a t  this point t o  compare the relat ive sens i t iv i ty  of beam 
current t o  each of the input variables a t  the design conditions. The design con­
dit ions fo r  the thrustor are  as follows: 
Ion beam current, JB, amp I . , . . . - . . . . - . . . . . , . . 0.125 
Ion-chamber potent ia l  difference (discharge voltage), AVI, v .  - . . . . , . 50 
Magnetic-field intensity, B, gauss , . . . - - . . - . . . . . . , . - . . 30 
Anode potential, VI, v , . - . . . . . , . . . . . . . . I , . . . . 2500 
Accelerator potential, VA, v ,. , . * , . . . . , . . . - . . . . I . . -625 
Neutral propellant flow rate, J N ~amp .. . . . . . - . . - I . . . . , . 0.161 
The sens i t iv i ty  i s  defined herein as the r a t i o  of percent change i n  output 
t o  a percent change i n  input, or 
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A t  t h e  design point, JB= J B , ~and x i  = XO, s o  that ,  i n  some instances, the 
sens i t i v i ty  at  the design point i s  synonymous with the gain as defined pre­
viously, 
The various sens i t i v i t i e s  are a~ follows: 
Ion-chamber potent ia l  difference (discharge voltage), AVI, v - - I . - , 0.50 
Magnetic-field intensity,  3, gauss i. * - - - - * - . .. . I I - - 0.37 
meutral propellant f l o w  ra te ,  JN, anrp I - - , - - - , I I , . I 0-52 Anode potential, VI, v - 1. - -. - I . , I , I I - I I 0-25 
Accelerator potential ,  VA, v ,I , .- .- I , .. . , - I I - I I - 0-04 
Filament-heating current, JF, anrp - , I I ,). .- I , i. = + 2-0 t o  4-0 
Filament-emission current, JE, amp * , I . - I . I - , - I - - 0,50 
The sens i t i v i ty  of the filament-heating current w a s  much higher than t h a t  of any 
other variable, It i s  a l s o  subject t o  the widest variation because of its de­
pendence on filament type, geometric differences, and erosion. 
Superposition Effects 
The assmytion of a l inear  system implies t h a t  the superposition of indivi­
dual causes produces the  t o t a l  effect  as a l inear  sum of these causesr Further­
more, the sum i s  independent of the order of  summation, Dropping terms of a 
higher order than the first imposes the l imitation t h a t  the gain with respect t o  
a given variable should not vary great ly  over the  interval  of change i n  t h a t  
variable, I n  the  ion thrustor, which is obviously nonlinear, the linearized 
approximation can be expected t o  hold t rue  only when the interval  of excursion 
i n  each variable i s  suf f ic ien t ly  s m a l l  so  t h a t  the previously mentioned condi­
t ion  is approximately sat isf ied,  
In  appendix B, comparisons are made between variations in  beam current due 
t o  experimental changes in input variables and between calculated changes based 
on the steady-state gains evaluated at the  i n i t i a l  condition, The f i r s t  com­
parison consists of the following percentage changes i n  variables a t  a constant 
neutral  propellant f l o w  ra te r  emission current JE, -29 percent; anode poten­
t i a l  VI, -20 percentj  accelerator potent ia l  VA, -12 percent3 ion-chamber 
potent ia l  difference AVI, -LO percent; magnetic-field intensi ty  B, 6.7 percent. 
The calculation yielded a net change in beam current of -23.7 percent compared 
with -23.8 percent obtained emerimentally, 
The second comparison i n  appendix B consists of a 21-percent decrease in 
neutral  propellant flow r a t e  and an 18-3-percent decrease in emission current 
with all other input variables held constant, The calculated change in beam 
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current was -18.9 percent compared with the experimentally obtained change of 
-21.9 percent, 
For these two limited excursionfi, the superposition principle appears t o  
hold well, No attempts were made t o  evaluate the maximum excursion s i ze  before 
the error  exceeded established limits, Except fo r  a limi-ted nmiber of vari­
ables, the variation i n  a par t icular  gain due t o  a second input variable (i.e=, 
a2J~/ax+xl) i s  not known, The er ror  of the linearized approximation most cer­
tainly depends on the magnitude of these second-order cro5s-derivatives as well 
as the derivative of the  gain ( i re r ,  $Jg/axf), 
Performance Maps 
The foregoing sections have discussed the beam-current output characteris­
t i c s  as a function of each input variable, Although a linear sum of t he  partial 
terms provided a t ractable  form of representation fo r  analyt ical  purposes, a 
graphical representation can be made t o  c l a r i fy  the  interrelat ion of the  several 
independent input variables, 
Graphical representations a r e  not readily visualized beyond three-
dimensional space3 hence, the  beam-current r a t i o  is expressed as a function of 
two independent variables, The surface s o  deflned is beam current a t  constant 
values of the  remaining independent variables, For example, in figure 18, the  
beam-current r a t i o  i s  given as a function of filament-emission-current r a t i o  and 
ion-chamber potent ia l  difference, The surface thus generated defines beam cur­
rent  a t  the conditions of constant anode voltage, accelerator voltage, and 
magnetic-field strength, Different -lues of these l a t t e r  variables would de­
f ine new surfaces with varying degrees of contouring tha t  depend on the  sensi­
t i d t y  of beam current t o  the  par t icular  combinations of input parameters, 
Except for  intentional rotat ion of the coordinate axes t o  improve the pic­
t o r i a l  view, the various functions plotted previously can be clearly seen, The 
variation of beam current with discharge voltage of figure 8 (a )  is evident as a 
l i ne  wholly on the surface indicated by JF = constant. The curve f o r  which the 
filament-heating current JF was held constant departs from the constant­
emission-current curve, because they are two different f’unctions although they 
both l i e  i n  a common surface, The base point is indicated a t  the intersection 
of the  planes where JE/JE.0 = L O ,  AV1 = 50, and JB / J~ ,0= L O ,  Other c w e s  
of constant filament-heatihg current w i l l  form a family of l ines  intersecting 
the plane JB/JB,o= 1-0 a t  different  combinations of dlscharge potent ia l  and 
emission current, The schematic nature of the block diagram of figure 4 is 
again shown from a study of figure 18, Emlssion current maybe used as an input 
variable t o  vary the output character is t ics  of the  thrustor, but holding 
filament-heating current constant does not necessarily maintain constant emis­
sion current when the  remaining t h r u s t o r  inputs a re  varied. 
Another combination of variables is shown in  figure 19, where t h e  beam c m ­
ren t  is  taken t o  be  a function of emission current and magnetic-field intensity. 
The function of figure l O ( a )  i s  a constant-filament-heating-current curve lying 
wholly on the  surface, Because the surface i s  tha t  of beam current a t  an anode 
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potent ia l  VI of 2509 volts,  an accelerator potent ia l  VA of -625 volts, and 
an ion-chamber potent ia l  difference AVI of 50 volts, the  f'unction defined on 
the surface a t  a f i e l d  strength of 30 gauss is ident ical  with the  function de­
fined by the  plane at  an ion-chamber potent ia l  difference of 50 volts, as s h m  
in figure 18, 
The interrelat ion of emission current, magnetic f ie ld ,  and discharge volt­
age i s  shown in f igure 20, where the surface thus defined is a surface of ap­
proximately constant thrust, because anode voltage, beam current, and neutral  
propellant flow are fixed, Particularly evident is  the re la t ive ly  rapid r i s e  in 
emission current required t o  maintain constant beam current as e i ther  magnetic 
f i e l d  or discharge voltage is decreased below the base point, I n  these regions 
the energy dissipated in t h e  discharge per beam ion can be e-cted t o  rise 
rapidly-
The previous plots  a re  by no m e a n s  the  only combination of variables possi­
ble, Propellant f low,  which was held constant f o r  these plots, may be intro­
duced as another independent input, Although such three-dimensional plots  are  
of limited u s e m e s s ,  they do provide an insight in to  the interrelat ion of the 
qpera'ting variables and point out those inputs t o  which the output is particu­
larly sensitive, 
CONCLUSIONS 
The steady-state gain character is t ics  of beam current t o  various input 
variables in a typica l  electron-bombardment ion t h r u s t o r  have been examined, 
The thrustor  exhibited varying degrees of nonlinearity depending on the excur= 
sion r a g e  of input variable i n  question and the operating condition, 
The general trend of beam current as a function of an input variable was 
a leveling-off or "saturation" effect  a t  the upper range of the m i a b l e  with a 
consequent decrease In gain, The emission character is t ics  varied from filament 
t o  filament, but the steady-state gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  emission-current 
r a t i o  about each base point formed a single function over a wide range of input 
variables, 
The steady-state gain with respect t o  accelerator potent ia l  was essent ia l ly  
constant a t  the higher anode voltages but was affected by propellant flow r a t e  
and operation a t  l o w  anode voltage, Anode potent ia l  gain likewise varied with 
propellant flow r a t e  and generally indicated a secondary influence on the ion-
chamber process beyond t h a t  of ion extraction alone. 
The gain character is t ics  over a range of discharge voltage and magnetic-
f i e l d  strength were not great ly  affected by propellant flow rate,  
Calculated superposition of the effects  of the aforementioned input vari­
a l e s  generally agreed with experimental r e su l t s  f o r  small excursions abouk the  
design o p r a t i n g  point, 
Beam current, in general, did not increase proportionally with neutral  
pope l l an t  flow rate unless the required ratio of electron current t o  equivalent 
18 
neutral  current was maintained, 
The optimum control mode f o r  a given system is based on mission require­
ments as w e l l  as the system characteristics, The limited domain of linearity 
in the electron-bonibardment ion thrustor  suggests operation at  nearly constant 
levels of discharge voltage and magnetic-field in tens i ty  a t  which power e f f i ­
ciency is  an optimum. The l imitat ion placed on anode and accelerator potentials 
by electron backstreaming suggests that these potentials be raised or lowered 
simultaneously according t o  the relat ion 
JVA! - 1 - h x  
VI - Rmax' 
where Rmax is the  value of VI/(VI + ) above which backstreaming becomes 
excessive and VI and VA are  the an0 accelerator potentials, respec­
tively. 
Limitations imposed by ion impingement md  high voltage breakdown across 
the  ion accelerating electrodes can be considered independently of the back-
streaming requirement by changing the  electrode spacing, Spacing requirements 
for low impingement and high breakdown l i m i t s  are i n  opposition, however, and 
require an optimum compromise. 
The two variables most amenable t o  controlled variations are filament-
emission current and neutral  propellant flow rate, The gain of beam-current 
r a t i o  t o  emission current is re la t ive ly  high with a reasonable range of l inear­
i ty ,  For optimum propellant ut i l izat ion,  the proper r a t i o  of neutral  flow rate 
and filament emission is  mandatory. 
Lewis Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Cleveland, Ohio, November 21, 1963 
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APPENDM A 

SYMBOLS 

B 
JA 
JB 

JE 

JF 

JI 

JM 

JN 

JSD 

KA 

KD 

R 

magnetic-field intensity, gauss 

gravitational constant, 9.2 m/sec2 
specific impulse, sec 

accelerator drain current, amp 

ion beam current, amp 

filament-emission current, amp 

filament-heating current, amp 

anode current, amp 

magnetic-field current, amp 

neutral propellant flow rate, equivalent amperes of singly charged mercury 

ions 

screen-distributor current, amp 

gain of beam-current ratio to accelerator potential, l/v 

gain of beam-current ratio to ion-chamber potential difference (discharge 
voltage), 1/v 
gain of beam-current ratio to filament-emission-current ratio 

gain of beam-current ratio to filament-heating-current ratio 

gain of beam-current ratio to anode potential, l/v 

gain of beam current to thrustor input variables 

gain of beam-current ratio to magnetic-field ratio 

gain of beam-current ratio to neutral propellant flow rate 

charge to mass ratio 

ratio of net to total accelerating voltage, vI/(vI + I vAl ) 
20 
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VA accelerator potential  (with respect t o  ground), v 

VI anode potential  (with respect t o  ground), v 

Vnet net  accelerating potential, v 

AVF filament potential  difference, v 

AVI ion-chamber potential  difference (discharge voltage), v 

AVM magnetic-field potent ia l  difference, v 

-v ion beam average exhaust velocity, m/sec 
X a rb i t ra ry  input variable 

TU propellant - u t i l i  za tion ef f ic iency, JB/JN 

Subscript: 

0 design o r  base point 

Superscript: 

( I )  modified 
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APPERDIX B 
CAL(;ZTLATION OF SUPERPOSITION EFFECTS 
Multivariable Superposition a t  Constant 
Neutral Propellant Flow 
Consider the two experimentally established operating conditions given i n  
the  following table,  wherein :ondition 1 corresponds t o  the  base point: 
Condi- Ion Anode Accel- Ion- Magnetic Filament - Neutral 
t ion  beam poten- erator chamber f i e l d  emission propel-
current, t i a l  poten- poten- intensity, current, lant 
JBJ t i a l  t i a l  B, 
WP v VA. ra te ,  
v ence, amp JN. 
AVI, *P 
v 
d i f f e r- gauss JE’ flow 
0.160 2500 -625 50 30 2.08 0.203 
0.122 2000 -550 45 32  1.48 0.203 
~ 
The summation of the  changes can be written as 
A -JB = KI AVI + KA AVA + KD A(AV1) + % A ~g + K E A - JE 
JB, 0 JE, 0 
The values of gains and t h e  figures from which they a re  obtained a re  
KI = 0.000148 ( f i g .  15); KA = -0.00009 ( f ig .  1 4 ) ;  KD = 0.009 ( f ig .  16); 
KM = 0.045 ( f ig .  1 7 ) ;  KE = 0.49 ( f ig .  5 ( e ) ) .  Application of equation (Bl) gives 
a summation of  the change i n  beam-current r a t i o  of -23.6 percent as compared 
with the experimentally obtained change of -23.8 percent. 
Effect of Change i n  Neutral Propellant F l o w  Rate 
and Filament-Emission Current 
Consider the two experimental conditions i n  which the neutral  propellant 
flow r a t e  and the  filament-emission current are varied with the remaining inde­
pendent variables fixed: 
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Condition Ion beam Neutral Filament. 
current, propellant emission 
JBI flow rate, current, 
am?? 	 JN, JE, 
amp am�) 
~ 
1 0,160 0,203 I 2.08 
2 0,125 0 . 1 6 1 7 r G i -
The summation can be written as 
The numerical values and t h e i r  source^ are KE = 0-49 (figc 5(e) )  and 
KN,l = 0-38 (fig, 12(c)).  The caJ-culated chan$e i n  beam current is -18-9 per­
cent compared with the experimentally obsemed change of -21.9 percent, 
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Figure 1. - Cutaway sketch of 10-centimeter-diameterelectron-bombardment thrustor. 
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Figure 2. - Wiring diagram of ion thrustor .  
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T h n  
F igu re  3 .  - Thrustor and vacuum-tank installation. 
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Figure 4. - Ion-thrustor block diagram. 
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Filament-heating-current rati0, JF/JF, 
(a) Beam-current ratio as f'unction of filament-heating-current ratio for two 

different filaments, 

Figure 5. - Ion beam - filament characteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 
0.125 ampere) ion-chamber potential difference, 50 voltsj magnetic-field 
intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant f l o w  rate, 0.161 ampere3 ratio of 
net to total accelerating voltage, 0.8. 
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Filament-heating-current ratio, JF/JF, 
(b) Filament-emission-current ratio as function of filament-heating-current 

ratio for two different filaments. 

Figure 5. - Continued. Ion beam - filament characteristics. Base-point ion beam 
current, 0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts3 magnetic-
field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere; ratio of 

net to total accelerating voltage, 0.8. 
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( c )  Beam-cmrent r a t i o  as function of filament-emission-current r a t i o  fo r  two d i f fe ren t  filaments. 
Figure 5. - Continued. Ion beam - filament charac te r i s t ics .  Base-point ion beam current, 0.125 ampere; 
ion-chamber poten t ia l  difference,  50 vol t s ;  magnetic-field in tens i ty ,  30 gauss; neutral  propellant flow 
r a t e ,  0.161 ampere; r a t i o  of net t o  t o t a l  accelerating voltage, 0.8. 
- 6  - 7  .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
Filament-heating-currentratio, J ~ / J ~ ,  
(d) Gain of beam-current ratio to filament-heating-current ratio as 

function of filament-heating-current ratio for two different fila­

ments. 

Figure 5. - Continued. Ion  beam - filament characteristics. Base-
point ion beam current, 0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential differ­
ence, 50 volts; magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propel­
lant f l o w  rate, 0.161ampere; ratio of net to total accelerating 
voltage, 0.8. 
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Filament-emission-current ratio, J ~ / J ~ ,  
(e) Gain of beam-current ratio to filament­

emission-current ratio as function of 

filament-emission-current ratio for two 

different filaments. 

Figure 5. - Concluded. Ion beam - filament char­
acteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 
0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 
50 volts; magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss;
neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161ampere; 
ratio of net to total accelerating voltage, 0.8. 
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(a) Beam-current ratio as function of accelerator potential. 
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(b) Filament-emission-current ratio as fhnction of accelerator potential, 

Figure 6. - Ion beam - accelerator-potential characteristics. Base-point ion beam 
current, 0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; magnetic-
field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere, 
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(c )  Gain of beam-current r a t io  t o  accelerator potential a13 function of 
accelerator potential, 
Figure 6, - Concluded, Ion beam - accelerator-potential characteristics. Base-point 
ion beam current, 0-125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 vol ts j  
magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere, 
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(a) Beam-current ratio as function of anode potential. 
Figure 7. - Ion beam - anode-potential characteristics. Base-point ion beam current,, 0.125 amperej ion-
chamber potential difference, 50 volts; magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant flow 
rate, 0.161 ampere. 
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(b) Fihment-emission-current ratio as function of anode potential, 
Figure 7. - Continued. Ion beam - anode-potential characteristics, Base-point ion beam current, 0.125 
ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral pro­
pellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere, 
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(e) Gain of beam-current ratio to anode potential as 

f’unction of anode potential, 

Figure 7. - Concluded, Ion beam - anode-potential character­
istics, Base-point ion beam current, 0.125 ampere; ion-
chamber potential difference, 50 volts3 magnetic-field 
intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0,161 
ampere, 
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Ion-chamber potential difference (discharge voltage), AVI, v 
(a) Beam-current ratio as function of discharge voltage. 

Figure 8. - Ion beam - discharge-voltage characteristics. Base-point ion beam cur­
rent, 0.125 amperej magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss3 neutral propellant flow 
rate, 0.161 ampere. 
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(b) Filament-emission-current ratio as function of discharge voltage. 

Figure 8. - Continued, Ion beam - discharge-voltage characteristics. Base-point ion beam cur­
rent, 0.125 ampere; magnetic-field intensity, 30 gaussj neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 
ampere. 
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(e) Gain of beam-current ratio to discharge voltage as function of discharge voltage. 

Figure 8. - Concluded. Ion beam - discharge-voltage characteristics. Base-point ion beam cur­
rent, 0.125 ampere; magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant f l o w  rate, 0.161 
ampere. 
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Modified filament-emission-current ratio, (JE/JE,o) 
(a) Beam-current ratio as function of modified 

emission-current ratio. 

Figure 9. - Discharge-voltage effects on ion beam - fila­
ment characteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 
0.125 amperej magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neu­
tral propellant flow rate, 0.161 amperej anode poten­
tial, 2500 voltsj accelerator potential, -625 volts. 
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(b) Gain of beam-current ratio to modified 
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Figure 9. - Concluded. Discharge-voltage ef­
fects on ion beam - filament characteristics. 
Base-point ion beam current, 0.125 ampere3 
magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral 
propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere? anode 
potential, 2500 volts; accelerator potential, 
-625 volts. 
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Magnetic-field ratio, B/Bo 
(a) Beam-current ratio as function of magnetic-field ratio. 
Figure 10. - Ion beam - magnetic-field characteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 0,125
ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; base-point magnetic-field intensity, 
30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere. 
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(b) Filament-emission-current ratio as function of magnetic-field ratio, 

Figure 10. - Continued. Ion beam - magnetic-field characteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 
0,125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 voltsj base-point magnetic-field intensity, 
30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere. 
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(c) Gain of beam-current ratio to magnetic-field ratio as function of magnetic-

field ratio. 

Figure 10. - Concluded. Ion beam - magnetic-field characteristics. Base-point ion beam current,
0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; base-point magnetic-field intensity, 
30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere. 
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(a) Beam-current ratio as function Of modified filament-emission-current ratio. 

Figure ll. - Magnetic-field effects on ion beam - filament characteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 0.125 amperej
ion-chamber potential difference, 50 voltsj neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 amperej anode potential, 2500 volts; 
accelerator potential, -625 volts. 
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(b)  Gain of beam-current ratio to modified filament-emission-currentratio as function of modified filament­
emission-current ratio. 
Figure 11. - Concluded. Magnetic field effects on ion-beam - filament characteristics. Base-point ion beam current, 
0.125 amperej ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 amperej anode poten­
tial, 2500 voltsj accelerator potential, -625 volts. 
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(a) Beam current as function of neutral propellant flow rate. 

Figure 12. - Ion beam - propellant-flow characteristics. Ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; 
magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss, anode potential, 2500 voltsj accelerator potential, -625 volts. 
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Figure 13. - Beam-current ratio as function of filament-emission-current ratio. 
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Figure 14. - Gain of beam-current r a t i o  t o  accelerator poten­
tial. Ion-chamber potential  difference, 50 volts; magnetic-
f i e l d  intensity,  30 gauss; anode potential, 2500 volts. 
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Figure 15, - Gain of beam-current ratio to anode 
potential as function of anode potential, Ion-
chamber potential difference, 50 volts; 
magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; accelerator 
potential, -625 volts, 
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Figure 17, - Gain of beam-current ratio to magnetic-field ratio as function of 
magnetic-field ratio. Ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; base-
point magnetic-field intensity, 30 gauss; anode potential, 2500 volts; ac­
celerator potential, -625 volts. 
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Figure 18. - Three-dimensional performance map showing beam-current ratio 
as function of ion-chamber potential difference and filament-emission­
current ratio. Base-point ion beam current, 0.125 ampere; magnetic-
field intensity, 30 gauss; neutral propellant flow rate, 0.161 ampere; 
anode potential, 2500 volts; accelerator potential, -625 volts; base-point 
filament-emission current, 1.7 amperes. 
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Figure 19. - Three-dimensional performance map showing beam-current ratio as a function 
of magnetic-field intensity and filament-emission-currentratio. Base-point ion beam 
current, 0.125 ampere; ion-chamber potential difference, 50 volts; neutral propellant 
flow rate, 0.161 ampere; anode potential, 2500 volts; accelerator potential, -625 
volts; base-point filament-emission current, 1.7 amperes. 
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Figure 20. - Three-dimensional performance map showing surface of constant 
th rus t  i n  a function space of filament-emission-current r a t io ,  magnetic-
f i e l d  intensi ty  and ion-chamber potential  difference. Base-point ion 
beam current, 0.125 ampere; neutral  propellant flow ra te ,  0.161 ampere; 
anode potential ,  2500 volts;  accelerator potential ,  -625 volts;  base-
point filament-emission current, 1.7 amperes. 
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